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We calculate the asymptotic decay of a quantum particle moving in a d-dimensional medium
doped with randomly placed trapping impurities, focusing on contributions from slowly decaying
long-wavelength modes centered in large compact regions devoid of traps. By averaging the de-
cay over the statistical distribution associated with these regions we find that the survival proba-
bility, P(t) —exp( Atdtt4 —3i), decays more slowly in any dimension than for diffusive transport.
The dynamical behavior of a particle or excitation mov-
ing through a medium containing randomly placed traps
or reaction centers is of central importance to numerous
applications in chemistry and condensed-matter physics.
Strong theoretical results have been obtained regarding
this behavior in the limit in which the particle motion is
diffusive. ' In particular, it has been shown for diffusing
particles that the asymptotic decay of the survival proba-
bility has a stretched-exponential form, resulting from
anomalously long-lived particles that find themselves in
large, rarely occurring, trap-free regions of the medium.
It has also been observed that, due to the close relation-
ship that exists between the diffusion equation and the
Schrodinger equation, the tails of the distribution of decay
rates associated with these long-lived diffusing particles
are closely related to the tails that appear at low energies
in the density of states of energetically disordered
quantum-mechanical systems. 5 6
At very low temperatures, however, the mean free path
for phonon scattering becomes large, and so the survival
probability associated with quasiparticle trapping in low-
temperature condensed phases may be expected to exhibit
significant deviations from behavior that obtains under the
assumption of particle diffusion. It becomes desirable,
therefore, to treat the trapping problem itself in
quantum-mechanical terms. It is this low-tem-
perature, coherent limit of the trapping problem that
forms the subject of the present study. $pecifically, we
calculate the asymptotic survival probability for a single
quantum-mechanical particle moving at zero temperature
in a d-dimensional medium containing randomly placed
irreversible traps in fixed concentration q. The model is of
considerable fundamental interest because it extends
nonequilibrium studies involving trapping and reaction ki-
netics ' into the quantum domain. At the same time it
provides some rare insight into difficul problems associat-
ed with energy relaxation and redistribution in statically
disordered quantum-mechanical systems. Indeed, while
there exists an increasing body of literature on the behav-
ior of a single quantum-mechanical particle moving in a
static random potential, ' the present calculation is one of
the few which realistically takes into account dynamical
effects associated with the presence of a zero-temperature
phonon bath; one which can absorb energy from the parti-
cle and bring about its subsequent relaxation.
Our analysis is very similar in spirit to ones that have
been used in the past to obtain exact results for the
density-of-states problem, and to study trapping in
diffusive systems. 3 We emphasize, however, that impor-
tant differences distinguish the current problem from
those studied earlier. These differences manifest them-
selves most clearly in the fact that the tails which we find
in the distribution of decay rates in the coherent trapping
problem are different from those found in the diffusion
studies or in the noninteracting density-of-states problem.
They lead, moreover, to an asymptotic prediction for the
survival probability, P(t)-exp( —Atd ( + )), which is
slower in any dimension than the diffusive result, P(t)
-exp( At"i —+ ), in spite of the fact that a particle at
zero temperature does not suffer repeated scattering by
phonons and so is able to move more rapidly in the region
between the traps.
We begin by considering a single particle moving on an
isotropic d-dimensional cubic lattice that is doped with a
fractional concentration q of interstitial trapping impuri-
ties. These impurities are associated with energetically
lower states which cause an irreversible decay of ampli-
tude from neighboring host molecules of the lattice. Nat-
urally, this localized decay is assumed to arise from the
mutual interaction between the trap molecule, the host
molecule next to which it resides, and the zero-
temperature phonon bath which absorbs the excess energy
lost in the trapping process. The dynamical effects associ-
ated with this decay can be treated in a number of
ways. For our purposes it is most easily accomplished
through the use of an effective "Hamiltonian" which asso-
ciates an imaginary potential energy U —iy with each
site located next to a trap. In analogy to the usual
Bethe-Lamb picture, the quantity 2y is identified with the
inverse lifetime of a particle on a host site located next to
a trap, when all matrix elements J to the rest of the lattice
are ignored. In what follows we will have no need to refer
explicitly to states of the trap molecules themselves and
will, for brevity, often refer to the host sites which are lo-
cated next to the interstitial trap molecules as trap sites,
or simply traps. We write for the effective Hamiltonian,
—g J„~(I n&&m I + I m&&n I ) —iyg I n;)&n; I, (1)
n, m
in which I n& I n~, nq, . . . , nd) represents a state localized
at the nth lattice site; J„Jis assumed to connect only
nearest neighbors; and the sum over i includes all trap
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sites in the lattice. The (no longer unitary) evolution of
the system is then governed by a Liouville-Von Neumann
equation for the single-particle density matrix p. This
evolution is most easily expressed in terms of the eigen-
states and complex eigenvalues of the effective Hamilton-
ian of Eq. (1). In particular, the imaginary part of the ei-
genvalue for a given eigenvector gives the rate at which a
particle in that particular state decays as a result of the
presence of the trap molecules. Thus, to obtain the
asymptotic decay of the survival probability we must
ascertain the most slowly decaying eigenstates of the
effective Hamiltonian.
In analogy to the corresponding diffusion problem, we
expect the most important class of these states to be those
which are centered on asymptotically large trap-free voids
surrounded by regions of more typical trap density. We
argue that in such voids a long-wavelength state with an
energy near the band edge will be very strongly scattered
by the disorder outside the trap-free region, and will
therefore vanish exponentially into the region populated
by traps. (Note that it is the traps themselves which are
the source of the localizing disorder. ) Thus, the larger the
trap-free region associated with an eigenstate of this type,
the smaller the fraction of the amplitude which will have
any significant overlap with the traps, and the smaller will
be the decay amplitude associated with that state. As a
consequence, the asymptotic distribution of small decay
amplitudes (or large lifetimes) will be effectively deter-
mined by the distribution of large, rarely occurring trap-
free voids. While this is, of course, similar to the picture
that obtains in the diffusive case and in the density-of-
states problem there is a subtle difference. In the
diffusive case it is possible to treat the area outside the
trap-free region as being perfectly absorbing and thus
identify the slowest decay rates with long-wavelength
diffusive modes which vanish at the absorbing boundary of
the trap-free region. Similarly, in the density-of-states
problem one can treat the boundary as though it were an
in6nite potential barrier and identify the low-lying energy
eigenstates in the region with long-wavelength modes
which vanish at the boundary. In either case the extension
of the corresponding mode into the defect region can, for
asymptotically large voids, be ignored, because its effect
on the eigenvalue is negligible in the asymptotic limit.
This is not possible in the present case because the quanti-
ty of interest, namely the decay rate, is associated with the
imaginary component of the energy, a quantity which is
itself entirely determined by the degree of extension of the
wave function into the trap-populated region. This neces-
sitates a slightly more careful treatment of the boundary
region.
The argument is further complicated by two other
points which need to be addressed. The 6rst arises from
the fact that for low concentrations of traps in dimensions
greater than two, the states of the disordered system will,
in general, not all be localized. This will not affect the
asymptotic decay of P(t), however, because delocalized
states will decay very quickly compared to localized
states, having a substantial fraction (of order q) of their
amplitude on trap sites. Localized states, on the other
hand, tend to appear at the band edges, ' so that for any
6nite concentration of traps there will exist long-
wavelength low-energy states of the type identi6ed, cen-
tered in asymptotically large trap-free voids. States of
this type sufficiently near the bottom of the band (i.e.,
below the localization edge) will then be exponentially lo-
calized outside the trap-free region. It is precisely these
states which will dominate the asymptotic decay in any di-
mension.
A different complication arises when one considers the
decay from states centered in trap-free regions of different
shape. Trap-free regions of the same number of sites (i.e.,
same d-dimensional volume V) occur with the same sta-
tistical weight pi -(1—q), but they can have very
different decay characteristics depending on the shape of
the void. By our previous argument, however, the decay
rate for a state of this type is (roughly) proportional to the
fraction of the wave function which extends into the trap-
populated region. Thus, if A, is approximately the distance
that the wave penetrates past the boundary, then the de-
cay rate will be roughly proportional to the quantity
SA/V, where S is the (d —1)-dimensional measure of the
boundary of the trap-free region. Hence those voids of a
given volume which have the smallest boundary will mini-
mize this fraction. We conclude, as in the diffusive
case, that of all voids with the same d-dimensional
volume it is the ones which are most nearly rotationally
symmetric (circles, spheres, etc.) that will possess the
most slowly decaying states. Our approach to calculating
the asymptotic properties of P(t), then is as follows.
First, we calculate the decay amplitude I n/2 associated
with long-wavelength excitations centered in rotationally
symmetric trap-free voids of a given radius R. The sur-
vival probability for particles created in trap-free regions
of the same volume will then be bounded by the exponen-
tial decay Pn(t) -exp( —I tt t). Then, assuming an initial
condition in which there is a finite probability for populat-
ing a band-edge state of this type, we perform a statistical
average of this decay over the volume of the trap-free re-
gion in which a particle may find itself.
The first step is to calculate the decay amplitude associ-
ated with a rotationally symmetric void in a region of
more typical trap density. The fact that we are interested
in long wavelengths allows us to work in the continuum.
In the Bloch states ) k) ) k ~, . . . , kd) (the discrete
Fourier transforms of the site states) the transport part of
the Hamiltonian can be written E(k) Hkt, —2J
x g~ cos(kj ), which for small k takes the form
FEkk —2J+Jk . Except for the constant term (which
we now drop) this is the Hamiltonian for a free particle of
effective mass m (2J) '. We now focus on the states
available to such a particle in a rotationally symmetric
trap-free void surrounded by a region where trapping can
occur. Because we are dealing with asymptotically long
wavelengths, we now associate the region outside the void
with a constant effective potential equal to the average
value of the absorptive potential appearing in Eq. (1).
This representation is based upon our belief that the tails
of the wave function in the absorptive region, while small
compared to the size of the void, will be long compared to
the mean intertrap spacing, and hence will experience the
imaginary potential of a significant number of sites. (We
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note in passing that "potential well" analogies of this type
have also been used with significant success to study the
standard quantum localization problem associated with
elastic scattering from "real" energy defects. " In the lo-
calization problem, however, information is desired about
the states well away from the band edge and so more so-
phisticated treatments of the potential outside the region
of interest are usually required. ) We are led, then, to con-
sider the lowest mode of the continuum Hamiltonian
H ~Jk + V(r) —JV + V(r), (2)
associated with a particle in a trap-free void of radius R
centered at the origin, where the potential term in Eq. (2)
can be written
V(r) -—iqye(r —R),
with e(x) the Heaviside step function. The lowest eigen-
state of (2) is a rotationally symmetric solution to the "s-
wave" equation '
P(t)- dRh(R) exp( —aR4 —btR ), (9)
where a —Cdln(1 —q), b xoi(2J /qy)', and h(R)
is slowly varying with respect to the exponential terms. A
change of variable, R yt't~"+, puts the integral in a
form which is amenable to saddlepoint methods. The
leading behavior is
P(t) —C(t)exp( At t—"+"), (lo)
decay which is bounded from below by
Pit(t)-f(R) exp[ —xoit(2J /qy) ' R ],
where the function f(R) may depend upon the exact ini-
tial conditions, but is expected to vary, at most, algebra-
ically with R, and is thus slowly varying compared to the
statistical weight associated with the distribution of trap-
free voids. Now, averaging Eq. (8) over the probability to
find the particle created in a trap-free region of given
volume, namely, pit ~ (1 —q) ~ ~, we obtain
where e E/J and V(r) V(r)/J For r.(R and d&1
the solution to (4) which is regular at the origin can be
written '3
1
$0(kr) ~A ' dt(1 t ) & t cos(krt }, (5)
where k e, and A is a normalization constant. In the
region r & R we define x e+iqy/J (which becomes ar-
bitrarily close to iqy/J for states sufficiently near the bot-
tom of the band), and write the solution to (4) that is nor-
malizable when Im x )0 as'
p oo
rto(xr) Be'"' dt(t —2it) ~ ~ exp( —xrt) .4 0
Now, for asymptotically large R the wave function will
extend only a very short distance (compared to R) beyond
the boundary at R. Thus, in the asymptotic limit the inte-
rior wave vector k will be only slightly smaller than the
value ko which makes po(kr) vanish at r R, i.e., for
which &0(koR) 0. Let us denote by xo~ the first root of
the function &0(x}. By requiring continuity of y(r) and
its radial derivative at R we obtain two equations, ' the
ratio of which gives us an expression for determining the
wave vector k. Expanding all quantities to lowest non-
trivial order in 1/R and using the asymptotic properties of
Eq. (6) we find k ko[1 —exp(ix/4)(J/R qy)' ]. From





-—2J Im[k '] -xoi (2J'/qy) 't'R
for the lowest localized mode in this particular trap-free
region.
Thus, a particle which is created at t 0 in a trap-free
region of volume V(R) CdR, where Cd is the volume of
the unit sphere in d dimensions, will asymptotically have a
where A [b(d+3)/d](ad/3b) t"+ ~ Th.us, in two di-
mensions we find P(t)-exp( At t )—where
A ( —,' [(2n/3) ln(1/p)] 'ts(xo) J'/2qy) 't',
xone =2.405 is the first root of the Bessel function Jo(x),
and p 1 —q. In three dimensions the corresponding re-
sult is P(t)-exp( —At 't2) where the constant
A [16m in(1/p)]'t (J/18qy)'t . [We note in passing
that the prefactor C(t) is slowly varying but nonuniversal
since it depends upon initial conditions. ] The decay is,
therefore, slower in the asymptotic limit than is the case
for diffusive motion, where an exp( —At"t "+ ) decay
law occurs. As anticipated in earlier analyses by Pearl-
stein, Hemenger, and Lakatos-Lindenberg, this slower
than diffusive decay can be traced to interference effects
associated with the scattering of the coherent wave off of
regions associated with a change of dispersion. It is,
therefore, a distinctly quantum-mechanical effect which is
unexplainable in terms of, e.g. , a model based upon a free
classical particle moving ballistically in the region be-
tween the traps.
In summary, we have calculated the asymptotic decay
of particles which move coherently in a medium contain-
ing randomly placed traps of fixed concentration. We ob-
tain in d dimensions an asymptotic decay of the form
P(t)-exp( —At"t~"+3i) and have found explicit formu-
las for the constant in the exponent in terms of volumes of
the unit sphere in d dimensions and the zeros of d-
dimensional solutions to the radial Helmholtz equation.
Our result points out the need for a unified theory which
would allow a theoretical description of the crossover that
must take place from a diffusive decay at high tempera-
tures to a coherent decay as the temperature is lowered.
The complexity of this latter problem can be inferred from
the fact that the diffusive decay is expected to become
more rapid as the diffusion constant increases (i.e., as the
phonon scattering is reduced with decreasing tempera-
ture) but ultimately must change at zero temperature to a
form that is always asymptotically slower than for any
diffusion process.
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